ENROPE Intensive Study Week#2 on Plurilingualism and Education
University Sorbonne Nouvelle (France), 29 June - 3 July 2020
Convenors: José Aguilar, Cristelle Cavalla, Muriel Molinié, Katrin Schultzze, Sofia Stratilaki
We invite early career researchers to apply for this Summer School by March 6, 2020.

ENROPE is an Erasmus+ project building a European Network for Junior Researchers in the Field of Plurilingualism and Education. As its centrepiece, it offers an Intensive Study Programme consisting of annual Intensive Study Weeks and interlinking Online Study Phases. While the Intensive Study Week in Berlin (2019) focused on what multilingualism means for the identity and role of a researcher (personal qualities, self-reflection, responsibility, critical attitudes and approaches to discourse and empirical data in general), the second Intensive Study Week in Paris will focus on aspects related to the interactions among research, teaching and learning, such as knowledge base, plurilingual competences, language education and research methods. The focus of the work aimed at during the second Intensive Study Week in Paris will be on the ways languages may be reflected in or inform the different parts of a research report or thesis. Consequently, the participants will be provided with rich opportunities to engage in hands-on activities, such as

- co-working on a product, e.g. a co-authored abstract that they may submit to forthcoming international conferences in the field of education and applied linguistics;
- getting input from international scholars that help them advance their PhD projects;
- reflexively looking at their research topics, contexts, data and methods;
- developing their professional competencies through innovative (digital) tools that help them take their networking further.

CURRICULUM & METHOD

- workshops on theories of pluri-/multilingualism and education, research methodology and ethics, professional development and personal growth
- participant-driven formats such as presentations, discussions, or joint data analyses
- expert input and mentoring/feedback sessions

WHY TO APPLY?

- Take your chance to become part of an international network of researchers!
- Discuss your own research with peers from across Europe and beyond!
- Be in the front row of an innovative curriculum development project!
- Sustain your new contacts for further exchange and collaboration!

No participation fees will be charged. For (parts of your) travel and accommodation expenses, scholarships are available for a limited number of applicants from ENROPE’s nine partner institutions, irrespective of nationality. For details, please talk to your local ENROPE representative: https://enrope.eu/partners

Queries or questions? Please write to info@enrope.eu